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Executive Summary
The purpose of this report is to present Council with information, analysis and recommendations
regarding a Rezoning Application and Development Variance Permit Application for the
properties located at 1770, 1774 and 1780 Denman Street. The proposal is to rezone a portion
of three lots from the R1-B Zone, Single Family Dwelling District, to the R-2 Zone, Two Family
Dwelling District, to permit a five-lot subdivision and the construction of two new two family
dwellings.
The following factors were considered in reviewing this application:
•

The application does not comply with the applicable design guidelines for
duplexes (Neighbourliness Guidelines for Duplex) in terms of meeting the
recommended size for an interior lot or fitting into the local neighbourhood.
Additionally, the Denman Street duplex does not meet the guideline related to
building form as it proposes a front-to-back duplex rather than a side-by-side
design.

•

The application does not appear to comply with the preliminary review of the
proposed subdivision, in particular a dedication of 1.5 metre along Albert Avenue,
which puts into question the utility of the rezoning as, even if approved, it is not
likely to allow for a successful subdivision.

Staff recommend that the Planning and Land Use Committee decline Rezoning Application
#00409 and Development Permit Application #00130. Should the Committee wish to advance
these applications, an alternative motion is provided in the final section of this report.

Recommendation
That Council decline Rezoning Application #00409 and Development Variance Permit
Application # 00130 for 1770, 1774 and 1780 Denman Street.
Respectfully submitted,
/T ./A
Lucina Baryluk
Senior Process Planner
Development Services Division

jK

Deb Day
Director
Sustainable Planning and
Community Development Department

Report accepted and recommended by the City Manager:
Jason Johnson
Date:
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1.0

Purpose

The purpose of this report is to present Council with information, analysis and recommendations
regarding a Rezoning Application and Development Variance Permit Application for the
properties located at 1770, 1774 and 1780 Denman Street. The proposal is to rezone a portion
of three lots from the R1-B Zone, Single Family Dwelling District, to the R-2 Zone, Two Family
Dwelling District, to permit a five-lot subdivision and the construction of two new two family
dwellings.
2.0

Background

2.1

Description of Proposal

This application involves three existing lots which are all the same size (929 m2). The rezoning
application, if successful, would allow for a subdivision and development that would result in a
total of five lots with a combination of two family and single family dwellings. The following
describes the proposal:
Proposed Lot 1
A new two family dwelling fronting Albert Avenue, requesting a rezoning to the R-2 Zone, Two
Family Dwelling District (variances required for rear yard and side yard setbacks).
Proposed Lot 2
The existing single family home, located at 1780 Denman Street, would remain within the R1-B
Zone (variance required for side yard setback). The access to this lot would be relocated from
Denman Street to Albert Avenue. It is noted that pursuant to the Zoning Regulation Bylaw and
provincial legislation, a minimum frontage on a publicly dedicated road is required. This, in part,
is the reason for the shape of the lot, which is also determined by an attempt to maintain the
minimum lot area of 460 m2.
Proposed Lot 3
A new two family dwelling fronting Denman Street, requesting a rezoning to the R-2 Zone, Two
Family Dwelling District.
Proposed Lot 4
The existing triplex conversion, located on 1774 Denman Street, will remain within the R1-B
Zone (variances required for front yard parking and landscape strip in front yard).
Proposed Lot 5
The existing single family home located on 1770 Denman Street will remain within the R1-B
Zone. A driveway crossing will be required to establish off-street parking.
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2.2

Existing Site Development

The table below, details the current development on each of the three properties:
Existing Site Development

Address

Frontage, Access and Parking

1770 Denman Street

Single Family Dwelling
Constructed in 1910

Frontage on Denman St. and Albert Ave.
No driveway crossing
No off-street parking

1774 Denman Street

Triplex conversion
Constructed as a Single Family
Dwelling in 1910
Converted to a triplex in 1950

Frontage on Denman St. and Albert Ave.
One driveway crossing on Denman St.
One off-street parking stall

1780 Denman Street

Single Family Dwelling
Constructed in 1932

Frontage on Denman St.only
One driveway crossing on Denman St.
Off-street parking available

2.2

Sustainability Features

The applicant has not provided any information about sustainability features associated with
their proposal.

2.3

Development Potential

The current zoning of the subject parcels is R1-B, Single Family Dwelling. The zone allows for
a single family dwelling unit with a secondary suite. Without further approvals, the two existing
single family dwellings could be redeveloped to include a secondary suite. Due to the
placement of the existing buildings, any further subdivision of the property within the existing
zone would most likely require variances, unless the existing dwellings are relocated.

2.4

Land Use Context

The subject parcels have frontages on both Albert Avenue and Denman Street. Albert Avenue
is a narrow local road with no through traffic; however, pedestrians can connect from Albert
Avenue to Richmond Road through the parking lot of 1786 Albert Avenue (Richmond Mews)
and a public path. Albert Avenue is characterized by small single family dwellings (some over
100 years old) on lots that average 300 m2 in area. The most recent redevelopment on Albert
Avenue is the heritage rehabilitation of Rosedale Manor at 1731 Albert Avenue.
Denman Street is generally single family dwellings, with a mix of newer and older homes. Some
of the older units have been subject to conversion.

2.5

Data Table

As noted earlier, the applicant has indicated they are not prepared to provide a road dedication
on Albert Avenue as part of the subdivision process. This has made it challenging to provide an
accurate data table. The alternate motion makes the requirement for the road dedication
explicit if Council decides to advance this application.
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2.6

Applicable City Policy

2.6.1

Official Community Plan, 2012

The Official Community Plan (OCR) sets out a vision for the Jubilee Neighbourhood in a Citywide context.
The OCR identifies the subject lands within the Traditional Residential
designation which envisions a maximum density of up to 1:1 FSR.

2.6.2

Jubilee Neighbourhood Plan

The Jubilee Neighbourhood Plan (1996) places the subject property in a category of maintaining
the current zoning. Infill housing in the form of small lot subdivision and duplexes are
considered within the Neighbourhood Plan, provided that the infill meets established criteria
(,Neighbourliness Guidelines for Duplex).
2.7

Community Consultation

Consistent with the City's Community Association Land Use Committee (CALUC) Procedures
for Processing Rezoning Applications, the North Jubilee Neighbourhood Association hosted a
CALUC Community Meeting on June 12, 2013. A follow-up letter from the Neighbourhood
Association, dated March 24, 2014, is also attached to the report.

3.0

Issues

The following are the key issues associated with this application:
«
•

compliance with Neighbourliness Guidelines for Duplex
inconsistency with the likely subdivision requirements.

4.0

Analysis

4.1

Compliance with the Neighbourliness Guidelines for Duplex

The Neighbourliness Guidelines for Duplex establish criteria for reviewing rezoning applications
that propose duplex, with the objective of considering the character of buildings and properties
that are adjacent, as well as those in the same block and street.
The Guidelines recommend that when a rezoning is required for a duplex, an interior lot should
have a minimum site area of 670 m2. The proposed duplex lot on Albert Avenue would be
approximately 626 m2 (subject to change) and the proposed duplex lot on Denman Street would
be approximately 560 m2 (subject to change). Both of these lots are below the minimum
suggested site area.
In terms of "neighbourliness", as described in the Guidelines, this occurs when:
•
•
•
•

a duplex fits comfortably with the established scale of the street
a duplex does not overwhelm its existing neighbours
a duplex reinforces existing building proportions and shapes
building and open space patterns which are characteristic of a street and area
are respected.
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The proposed duplex on Albert Avenue does not satisfy these criteria. In the wider context of
Albert Avenue, the introduction of a duplex with 386 m2 in floor area does not fit comfortably into
the established scale of the street.
In terms of building layout, the Guidelines support side-by-side units. While the proposed
duplex on Albert Avenue is a side-by-side unit, the Denman Street duplex is a front-to-back unit.
The intent of encouraging side-by-side units is to create a direct connection with the street for
each unit.

4.2

Subdivision Requirements

This proposal would require a subdivision of the properties and approval from the Approving
Officer. The applicant has received an information letter outlining the preliminary review of the
proposed subdivision (attached). The preliminary review identified a number of subdivision
requirements, including a requirement to dedicate 1.5 m along Albert Avenue. The portion of
Albert Avenue in front of the subject property is 7.62 m in width, whereas the standard for a
local road is 18 m. The requirement for a 1.5 m dedication is a minimum requirement to achieve
a level of pedestrian improvements necessary to achieve the objectives contained within the
City of Victoria's Pedestrian Master Plan (2008). The applicant has indicated that they do not
wish to comply with this requirement. That is why the application and the submitted plans do
not reflect the 1.5 m road dedication.
While the information letter represents only the results of a preliminary review and is not a
formal statement of conditions, it does provide some indication of likely subdivision
requirements. The applicant's position makes the current rezoning application inconsistent with
those likely requirements making it difficult to properly evaluate. It also puts into question the
utility of the current rezoning application as, even if approved, it may not allow for successful
subdivision.

5.0

Resource Impacts

There are no resource impacts anticipated.

6.0

Conclusions

The fundamental question that Council is being asked to consider is whether allowing the
construction of a new duplex on Albert Avenue and a new duplex on Denman Street is
appropriate. Staff is recommending that Council not support this application. The proposed
duplexes do not comply with the Neighbourliness Guidelines for Duplex in terms of
recommended site area for interior lots and a number of "neighbourliness" considerations are
not met for the proposed duplex on Albert Avenue. Should Council accept these two new two
family dwellings in principle, then in order to advance this application, the applicant will be
required to provide plans with the appropriate changes and a fuller level of detail to reflect
subdivision requirements, as the revised plans will create changes to lot size, setbacks and
frontage requirements. A further report would then be prepared with updated information for
Council's consideration.

7.0

Staff Recommendation

That Council decline Rezoning Application #00409 and Development Variance Permit
Application # 00130 for 1770, 1774 and 1780 Denman Street.
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7.1

Alternative Motion (Advance Application)

That Rezoning Application #00409 and Development Variance Permit #00130 for 1770, 1774
and 1780 Denman Road be advanced, subject to the applicant providing a revised plan
consistent with likely subdivision requirements as outlined in the information letter dated
August 18, 2014, and that staff provide an updated report to the Planning and Land Use
Committee with a revised data table based on the revised submission.
8.0

List of Attachments
•
•
0
•
•
•

Aerial Map
Zoning Map
Plans dated February 7, 2014
Letters from applicant dated November 22, 2013 and July 10, 2014
North Jubilee Neighbourhood Association, letters dated July 8, 2013 and
March 24, 2014
City of Victoria letter dated August 18, 2014, to applicant regarding subdivision
requirements
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Management & Project Development Consulting

Mayor and Council

November 22nd 2013

City of Victoria
Re; 1770/1774/1780 Denman St - Application for Subdivision, Rezoning, Development
Variance Permit.
We propose that our three lots at 1770/74/80 Denman St. be subdivided to create two new
lots for construction of two duplexes. The lots with the existing rental housing would remain
in the Rl-B Single Family Zone. The two new duplexes would be rentals and could
accommodate families. The houses at 1770 and 1780 are single family rentals and the larger
house at 1774 is a three unit rental conversion to multifamily. The three houses on the site
would be retained and continue as affordable rental housing.
To accommodate our proposal we have made a development variance application to permit
the following;
1.

A rear yard variance from 10.8 m to 7.569m for the duplex lot to be established on
Albert St.

2. A parking variance to permit two parking spaces in the front yard of 1774 Denman St.
My client is not new to the neighbourhood and has owned the properties for more than 20
years. During this time there has been a growth of rental conversions on Denman St. and
new construction, including small lots, on Albert St. Because of our proximity to the Jubilee
Hospital, which acts as an employment centre, there is a strong demand for rentals,
especially within walking distance of the hospital.
Over the past 5 years we have had numerous conversations with our neighbours and made a
variety of presentations to the community association. It was clear from our discussions
with the residents of Albert St. that they did not want further development of small lots and
our application to subdivide the property into three additional single family lots was rejected
because of the variances required.
There are two major constraints governing the development of the property, as follows;
1.

The front yards of the older homes at 1770 and 1774 Denman St. are 10.8m and 11.44m
respectively. The typical front yard setbacks for single family homes is 7.5m. Because of
these larger front yard setbacks we are faced with the City's 25% rear yard setback
regulation which requires a rear yard setback of 9.2m instead of the standard single
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family setback of 7.5m. This seems counter- productive if you are trying to create infill
housing.
2. The existing house at 1780 Denman St. is at the rear of the property and would logically
have access onto Albert St. but because of the closing of Albert St we must now create
an odd shaped lot to provide the frontage required on Albert St.
In developing our plan we reviewed the Jubilee Neighbourhood Plan which supports the
development of infill housing with either duplexes or small lots. The development of the two
new duplex lots would provide ground oriented rental housing that could accommodate
families. We also believe that the design of the duplexes represent a form and character
which is consistent with the neighbourhood, which contains larger older houses and
numerous conversions to multi-family residential.
In our community consultation the major concern seems to be the traffic and parking on
Albert St. The Duplex we propose would meet the City's parking standards and would have
additional driveway space to accommodate visitor parking.
VARIANCES
The existing houses at 1770/74 Denman St. have large front yards and because of the depth of
the lots to Albert St. the tenants have enjoyed substantial open space, and the tenants in 1774
have developed a garden area. The requirements of subdivision and rezoning the properties
still require a large rear yard but if we put parking there we will accommodate vehicles first,
not the needs of our tenants for green/usable/private open space. We have therefore
proposed parking two vehicles in the front yard with its 11.4m setback. We have provided a
landscape plan to show how the parking would be screened. Even with the front yard parking
there would still be a 6.1m setback to the screened parking. A tour of the neighbourhood will
illustrate that many of the houses are using their front yards for parking without the
opportunity of provision of a landscape screening plan.
Duplexes have larger rear yard setback requirements because of the need to provide open
space for two families instead of one. Although our duplex site for the new Albert St lot
requires a variance from 10.8m to 7.5m for the rear yard, the width of the lot is more than
30m at the rear, giving more usable open space than if this was a standard duplex lot with the
10.8m setback. Because the rear yards backing on the Albert St. duplex lot are proposed to be
9.2m the area created between the houses is greater than the separation required for two
single family lots.

M.H. JOHNSTON & ASSOCIATES INC.
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SUMMARY
We believe our proposal adds additional ground oriented rental housing that could
accommodate families. We also believe that the demand for rentals by the hospital
employees creates a synergy that will support a walkable community and the use of alternate
sources of transportation. The proposed height and floor area of the duplexes we have
developed meet the City's by-law requirements and fit into the form and character of the
neighbourhood. The development of the new housing on this site will also create the
opportunity to improve the existing rental housing, which would improving the overall
e site in the neighbourhood.

M.H. Johnston & Associates inc.
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M.H. JOHNSTON & ASSOCIATES INC.
Management & Project Development Consulting
July 10th 2014
City of Victoria
Development Services Division
Attn. Lucina Baryiuk

Re; 1770,1774 and 1780 Denman St. - Rezoning and Dev. Variance Permit Applications
Attached are new site and landscape plans. These plans address the concerns of safety on
driveway entrances to Albert and Denman St. We are not prepared to dedicate 1.5m of our
property on Albert St for sidewalk as this would be a sidewalk from nowhere to nowhere and
is not an expense that anyone should have to pay. We wouid be prepared to give the City an
SRW over 1.5m of our frontage for future road widening. I should point out that the 4
houses to the west of us have been built in the last 5-7yrs and none of them dedicated any
part of their lots for sidewalk or future road widening.
I have also included a plan for the basement of lot 1to clarify that it is not a four-unit layout.
There is not a separate entrance to the basement.
Please proceed to Council with our application and I would request an opportunity to
mmittee and Council in regard to our application.

Received
City of Victoria

JUL 1 1 2014
Planning & Development Department
Development Services Division

1815 Belmont Avenue, Victoria, BC V8R 3Z3 Tel: (250) 592-6407 Fax: (250) 592-6497
Cell: (250) 818-4350 E-mail: markhj@shaw.ca

1766 Haultain Street
Victoria, B.C., V8R2L2
July 8, 2013
Mayor Dean Fortin and City Council
1 Centennial Square
Victoria, B.C. V8W 1P6
Re: Proposed Rezoning Application...l770/1774/1780 Denman Street
Dear Mayor and Council:
A Community Meeting was hosted on October 22, 2012 by the Land Use Committee to discuss a
rezoning request from the applicant, Mark Johnston (M. H. Johnston and Associates, Inc.) to change the
current land use from Rl-B single family zone to R2 two family dwelling zone. Residents' comments,
concerns and question were forwarded to you by the North Jubilee Neighbourhood Association in a
letter dated November 28, 2012. An application was never made to the Planning Department and as six
months had passed since the October 22nd meeting, a second Land Use Meeting was hosted on June 12,
2013 in connection with this proposed rezoning application.
The applicant advised the Association that only two changes had been made to the plans shown at the
October meeting. The carport proposed for 1774 Denman Street is to be eliminated and the two spaces
will be landscaped so they have minimal impact. This approach would allow the tenants a large usable
rear yard instead of a parking pad. Back doors have been provided for access to the rear yard for the
proposed duplex on Albert Avenue. Due to the density of this proposal and the strong interest shown
by residents at the previous meeting, the Association felt it was in the best interests of the
neighbourhood to host this second Land Use Meeting.
The applicant advised that the owner would retain ownership of all the properties, both the dwellings
presently on the properties as well as the proposed additions. The existing residences are a triplex and a
two-unit home (both legally converted to suites) and a single family home. The proposal is to rezone
from 3 lots to 5 with the two new lots featuring proposed duplexes. The Albert Avenue duplex would
require a variance for parking and also for the rear yard. This proposed duplex would not have outside
entrances to the basement. Each unit will be approximately 1800 square feet and will have four
bedrooms. The existing house on Denman Street(Lot 4) would require a variance for two parking spots
in the front of the house. The proposed duplex for Denman Street (Lot 3 will be approximately 1700
square feet per unit and will also feature four bedrooms and with no outside entrance to the basement
which has a bedroom, study, recreation room and bathroom.
Residents' comments, concerns and question from the Land Use Community Meeting:

1

There have been many proposals made over the years and residents are getting frustrated with these
properties. Two of the existing homes are in need of repairs. Would the City require upgrades on
existing properties such as new roof and landscaping?
With the proposed duplex on Lot 1having site area of 6740 sq. ft. it is felt that the owner is going for the
maximum size in order to generate the maximum revenue. As these properties will be rentals, there is
concern that the owner will let them deteriorate as well. Residents feel that the landlord does not have
credibility with them, as he is not been interested in their past concerns. A further comment was that
this proposal is based on density and not for the overall "feel" for the neighbourhood.
A number of concerns and comments were heard in connection with the proposal for Albert Avenue (Lot
1):

Albert Avenue is only 25 feet wide featuring many small, cottage type homes and putting in a large
duplex is not compatible with these present residences. If the proposed driveway for this duplex is not
given approval, the driveway access could be awkward with the possibility of obtaining permission from
B.C. Hydro to move a pole. Parking is a major issue for this area with current by-laws unenforceable.
This proposal is for four-bedrooms per side and yet there is minimum play area for children.
Applicant was asked if energy efficiency planned for proposed duplexes or any energy audit on existing
houses and the reply was "probably not". A request for permeable surfaces was made, but hard
surfaces only will be implemented.
The general consensus was that this proposal is not sympathetic to the neighbourhood and is an
increase in density only. Units will not provide any environmental benefits. Will these proposed units
be affordable?
Please refer to the North Jubilee Neighbourhood Association November 28, 2012 letter in connection
with this proposed rezoning application for further information.
Yours truly,
North Jubilee Neighbourhood Association Land Use Committee

Jean Johnson, Land Use Chair
Wilma Peters
Patrick May
Cc: Deborah Day, Director, Planning and Development; Lucina Baryluk, Sr. Process Planner
Councillor Shellie Gudgeon, North Jubilee Council Liaison
Mark Johnston, M. H.Johnston and Associates, Inc. (applicant)
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North Jubilee
Neighbourhood
Association

c/o 1766 Haultain Street
Victoria, B.C., V8R2L2

March 24, 2014
Mayor Dean Fortin and City Councillors
@1 Centennial Square
Victoria, B. C. V8W1P6
Re: Rezoning #00409 for 1770-1780 Denman Street
Dear Mayor Fortin and Councillors:
In reply to Anita Walper's February 11, 2014 letter and attached rezoning application, applicant's letter
and plans re the above rezoning proposal, please be advised that the North Jubilee Neighbourhood
Association has previously submitted written comments on this proposed rezoning. A CALUC meeting
was held on October 22,1012 followed by our letter dated November 28, 2012 with a second CALUC
meeting being held on June 12, 2013 which led to our letter dated July 8, 2013. The comments and
concerns in these two letters are still valid.
The 8 Vi" x 11" plans forwarded recently are illegible in some areas even with the use of a magnifying
sheet, but they basically appear similar to the blueprint plans from the CALUC meetings. One exception
noted is that Sheet 3 originally showed a basement plan whereas the latest one shows the main floor
plan and Sheets 1, 2 3 and 4 of Plan #113 (Albert Street development and lot site data) are dated
November, 2013 whereas the second meeting for this project was held on June 12, 2013.
As the two proposed duplexes are to be rentals, the neighbours have expressed concern over their
future maintenance, as the exterior condition of the current rentals in this proposal have been in need
of constant repair through the years and the applicant advised at one of the CALUC meetings that there
wasn't any commitment to future maintenance. James Donaldson owns the properties at 1774 and
1780 Denman Street and Robert Garside owns 1770 Denman Street and is the agent for Mr. Donaldson.
In his November 22, 2013 letter to you, Mr. Johnston advises that the house at 1770 Denman is a single
family rental, whereas the Association understood that this is a two-unit home that has been legally
converted to suites.
The applicant states that the he believes" the design of the duplexes represent a form and character
which is consistent with the neighbourhood". The proposed duplex for Albert Avenue is not consistent
with the small, cottage type homes across the street in that block. The proposed duplexes are each four
bedrooms, but there are not any outdoor amenities for families. The driveways for the Albert Avenue
duplex do not appear to have space for turning around which would lead to cars backing in or out onto
this narrow street. As these properties are in the Bowker Creek watershed and the Bowker Creek
2.

Blueprint has been adopted by Victoria, the community is not in favour of the concrete driveways and
parking pads being proposed for this development.
Proposed increased density in our neighbourhood is a major concern due to already having a large
institution situated in our community. North Jubilee currently supports traffic generated by staff,
patients, ambulances, delivery vehicles, etc. for the hospital and the surrounding medical buildings as
well. Another issue is the loss of green space...even a backyard...as our neighbourhood has one small
park. More density, more traffic, loss of green space do not add to the livability of our community which
needs more amenities, as we have only one park and lack a community center.
Yours very truly,

n JohnsQn; Land Use Chair on behalf of Wilma Peters and Patrick May
Cc: Lucina Baryluck, Senior Planner
Councillor Shellie Gudgeon
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August 18, 2014
Mark Johnson
1815 Belmont Avenue
Victoria, BC, VSR 3Z3

V8W 1P6

Dear Sir:

Tel:

Re:

250-361-0300

File No. SUB00266

Information Letter for 1770-1780 Denman Street

Fax: 250-361-0311

Legal Description(s):

www.victoria.ca

LOT 12 PLAN 2695 SECTION 76 VICTORIA,
LOT 13 PLAN 2695 SECTION 76 VICTORIA,
LOT E PLAN 1217 SECTION 76 VICTORIA,
the "Lands"

The City of Victoria has conducted a preliminary review of the Proposed Subdivision
application for 1770-1780 Denman Street, and as part of the review staff has identified
aspects of the subject properties and the proposal that will need to be addressed prior to the
Approving Officer issuing a preliminary statement of conditions letter.
Subject to confirmation of the Zoning Bylaw and Development Permit issues associated with
the proposal being successfully resolved, a preliminary statement of conditions letter will be
issued. Please contact the area planner, Lucina Baryluk (250) 361-0510, in the Planning
Department to discuss any issues associated with the Planning Approval process. Updated
plans will need to be submitted prior to any issuance of a preliminary statement of conditions
letter.
The following is not a statement of conditions letter, but represents a summary of the initial
staff review of the proposal, and is provided solely as information. Staff contacts are available
to assist with questions you may have regarding the information provided Please do not
hesitate to contact the appropriate contacts to discuss this information.
Works and Services
1. As a requirement identified in Section 940 of the Local Government Act and under the City
of Victoria's Development and Subdivision Servicing Bylaw 12-042, the applicant shall
ensure that the proposed lots are fully serviced and frontage improvements shall be
completed prior to any final subdivision.
In lieu of completing works and services prior to final subdivision, the applicant may choose to
defer completion of the works and services by entering into a Section 219 covenant to ensure
that works and services are secured prior to the first building permit issuance associated with
the subject properties. Please advise if you wish to pursue this option and discuss the
appropriate details.
Existing Structures
2. The existing structures that conflict with proposed lot boundaries shall be removed or
relocated under permit in accordance with all applicable codes and bylaws The removal
be completed prior to, any final subdivision.
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Road Dedication and Existing Easement
3.

Staff review has indicated that a road dedication of 1,5m is required on the proposed lots
fronting Albert Street and will be secured at the time of final subdivision.
Any modifications impacting the existing conditions of the Easement (84577-G) will require
approvals to the satisfaction of the Director of Engineering and Public Works, prior to any
final subdivision

Applicable Subdivision Fees
4.

Applicable fees associated with the proposed subdivision shall be as follows:
•

Fees and Deposits for Works and Services.

•

Development Cost Charges per additional lot created under DCC Bylaw 06-65,
payable to the City prior to any final subdivision.

•

The subdivision approval fee of $50 00 to accompany your solicitor's letter of
undertaking.

Letter of Undertaking
5. Upon final approval of the subdivision plan, the plan will be released to your solicitor on an
undertaking to the satisfaction of the City's solicitor to register the plan in the Land Title
Office concurrently with any documents required as a condition of subdivision on an "all or
nothing" basis and be registered in priority to any charges of a financial nature.
That if for any reason the subdivision plan is not deposited in the Land Title Office within two
months of its approval, it will be returned to the Approving Officer of the City of Victoria; and
that a registered copy of the subdivision plan, a copy of each new title search, and a copy of all
other documents registered as a condition of subdivision will be forwarded to the Approving
Officer upon final registration at the Land Title Office (please forward all registered documents
to the Approving Officer, care of the Land Development Technologist).

development Technologist
Attachment -

c.

Preliminary Site Plan (Hartmann's Drafting and Design) date stamped
August 14,2014

Lucina Baryluk, Development Services
Craig Stenberg, Land Development
Robert Garside, 1205 Portage Road, Victoria, BC, V8Z 1L3
Land Development File
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